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JAPAN’S HIGH-PRIESTESS OF JAZZ
By: Cynthia Gill Mitchell
It should be of no surprise to jazz fans,
nor is it to 504mag that this petite and
talented jazz pianist is one of the jazz
greats slated to perform at Istanbul
Turkey’s celebration of UNESCO’S International Jazz Day.
Keiko Matsui has been on the Jazz music scene for 3 decades, and in January
2011, released her 22nd album “The
Road.” Of course her non-stop, electrifying global performances have certainly kept her in the loop, considering
she has not released an album since
2007. And she emerges victoriously
with this new, self-produced album.
But before “The Road,” Keiko ceremoniously released her 2007 masterpiece,
“Moyo,” and a hit wonder that seemed
to hold its own throughout this 4-year
hiatus. With an appreciation of South
Africa, Keiko released “Moyo,” that
featured Hugh Masakela, and other
jazz greats who shared in her compassionate message to those who are victims of that country’s strife.
Throughout her ongoing musical jaunt,
Keiko has maintained the patience and
endurance she is so known for, and according to her, “I always set aside special times for composing charts”. “I sit
in front of the piano in a quiet space
and wait to hear a melody come from
somewhere. It may
take all day but when
I hear it, I catch it and
take note.” This ritual
may not be unique,
but it ultimately works
and has added credence to her efforts.

504 Mag
Interviews
the highPriestess of Jazz
Keiko Matsui

In Japan, like most
jazz artists in the U.S.,
i.e., New Orleans, there is usually a history
in the family, and an
expectation for potential musicians to
follow in the footsteps of family members - especially their parents. However, Keiko’s back story does not include a comeuppance due to her family’s

musical history – but shines from their
ongoing support. In fact, her father
worked in the corporate arena as a businessman, and her mother delved into
traditional Japanese dance. The career
choices made by her parents, however, did not stifle Keiko’s need for her
growth in the music business. It was
proven to be true by her mom’s visions
early on, when Keiko was only 5 years
old, and served as the stepping-stone
brought on in part by an old Japanese
tradition. Her mom believed in that
tradition that if children begin music
lessons on the first day following their
fifth birthday, they will keep studying
for a long time. Keiko was taken to
her first piano lesson on that very day
when she was five, and since them, the
inevitable has rung true. Keiko didn’t
begin her professional jazz career right
away, but when she did finally latch on
to the jazz genre, it eventually became
her musical mainstay. Also during the
early years, she began to compose her
own music, while then deciding that
the piano “was her partner for life.”
Inspired by Chick Corea, Sting and
even Mozart, and having performed
with Stevie Wonder and Miles Davis,
Bob James, not to mention her continuous trek around the globe, Keiko
Matsui believes that “music has no
borders and it creates a oneness among
people.” “There have been many occasions when I have felt like music saved
me. There is a connection between my
fans and I, and together in my music,
we are sharing harmony.”
Keiko literally shared harmony with
Stevie Wonder, Patti Austin and James Ingram in a collective rendition
of Marvin Gaye’s What’s Going On,
at a special event that took place at
the Staples Center and penned “Wave
of Peace.” This show was dedicated to
what happened after 911. “I played my
piano piece called Deep Blue, and “that
was quite an experience for everyone.”

Continued on page 8
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Kermit’s Treme Speakeasy
In Kermit Ruffins’ world, Music and food go together like
red beans and rice, like icecream and apple pie. The
joy of New Orleans food figures prominently into the
trumpeter’s life. Kermit’s band apprpriately called the
Barbecue Swingers has for many years made barbecue,
red beans and other good eats a fixture at his regular
gigs, served up for free during set breaks.
   Now, that Ruffins has his own restaurant, ‘Kermit’s
Treme Speakeasy’ (located at 1535 Basin St., 309-5828)
the tradition continues.The Speakeasy opened just after
the New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival, The varying
menu serves traditional New Orleans dishes some Creolestyle country dishes, and I must add, some of the best
fresh fried catfish you’ll ever eat, all the while the venue
doubles as a live music spot.
   The restaurant is in a handsomely renovated corner
spot with terrazzo floors, a small bar and an small stage
with mic stands and a keyboard alway ready.
   Kermit performs with the Barbecue Swingers on Sundays and Mondays; with kickoff time at a too early, 6
pm, for most of us. Performances end way too early,
between 7:30 and 8pm. Although the performances are
very worthy, minus a rare special event, there are no
cover, no smoking and dinner is served while the music
plays.
Fresh cut flowers adorn the tables along with candles
adding to the ombience. The atmosphere is very casual
early on in the day, lending the venue to a feeling of a

gathering of good friends or family coming together to
share stories while enjoying a cold beer or other bar
favorite; Kermit’s favorite a cold Bud Lite. That’s during the earlier part of the day, but when the music starts
there/s far less talking and more listening to the top
notch level of New Orleans Jazz and traditional tunes
being performed. There is noticable toe tapping, head
bobbing and finger snapping throughout the room. On
a recent visit, the dining room, more sparcely occupied
than usual, I realized the “come early” attitude of the
group, most regulars, nursing beers and offering commentary on the day’s cable news while bidding their time
until the chef finished preparing the day’s fresh batch of
red beans and rice.
   The menu is listed on a specials board and changes
daily. Some of the mainstays are barbecue shrimp, fried
chicken or fish, smothered cabbage, hot tamales

and stewed rabbit, served with a pile of snap
beans and mounds of gravy-soaked rice. Occasionally there’s raccoon with grits. Portions are
large, and prices are modest, with most dishes
around $10. Tuesday features boiled seafood
night, and vegetables, sausage and turkey
necks are boiled with shellfish.
   The bar has an assortment of bottled beers,
basic cocktails and half-pints of booze served
with mixers for neighborhood-style bottle service. Kermit’s Treme Speakeasy Restaurant
opens daily at noon

Keiko also admits that her music development come
across “as if she is offering her music as a prayer.” This
revelation probably complements one constant in her
life, as it is obvious through her association with and
contributions to charitable organizations such as Y-Me
Breast Cancer Organization, United Nations World
Food Programme’s efforts in Africa, and California for
A3M’s charity for the National Marrow Donor Program
is very near and dear to her. Keiko’s release of “The
Ring” depicts a need and continued efforts to “help to
heal a world in turmoil.” It is apparent that Keiko’s concerns “about the future of our kids growing up in a world
devastated by violence and hate” are genuine. She continues on this spiritual journey, and what an appropriate
and timely confirmation, especially considering that not
much has changed.
Keiko pays close attention to her fan mail, and is cognizant of their comments and like concerns. For example:
“Secret Pond” was inspired by an inspirational letter she
received from a U.S. fan. According to Keiko, “he sent
me a note and told me that my music brings people back
to the roots of their soul.” On this, Keiko reflects…“his
words have stayed with me and this song is about where
we all begin our journey in this life.”
504Mag couldn’t agree more with Danny Weiss, VP of Jazz A&R for
Shanachie Entertainment when he reveals that “Keiko Matsui is beyond category,” “She is a great jazz player, of course, but her music has
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such strong classical, world and new age influences that the result is
truly unique. But it is in her compositions that Keiko’s genius outshines all others - her amazing melodies are simply breathtaking!”
To expound on Weiss’s generous statements about this gracious performer, this writer has been a major fan of Keiko every since she
debuted on the scene back in the early 80’s, and from the majority
of tunes I possess, the stirring melodies capture what this lady is all
about – what she represents. Join me in witnessing how her music in
no way conceals the brilliance and visions Keiko continues to strive
for. While listening to her music or simply reading about her worldly
objectives and her compassion for peace and harmony, you will delight in the complementary musical notes that carry a voice of their
own. An activist for world change, her passions shine brilliantly as
a magical, motivational speaker by way of those hidden words and
piano’s musical genius. Hence, Keiko deserves the titles, a legend and
“a citizen of the world.” Like her many, many fans here and abroad,
504Magazine applaud Keiko Matsui.

By Cynthia Gill Mitchell
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Keiko Matsui

Welcome to 504Magazine. As
Publisher & CEO, I would like to
congratulate Yoshio & KeikoToyama
on the great work they have done
for many years with the “Wonderful
World of Jazz Foundation”. Also
thank you to all of the other Japanese
musicians in this issue for their
commitment to spreading, loving and
playing New Orleans Jazz around the
Doc Jones
world.
Publisher Wm. Doc Jones & David Sanborn
Promoting the new 602AZ Jazz Magazine
ARTS EDUCATION IS A MUST

DOC JONES & Yoshio Toyama

“Keep up the good work Yoshio & Keiko with the Wonderful World of Jazz Foundation ” Doc
O n c e y o u m e e t h i m , y o u’ l l r e m e m b e r h i m . D r. Wi l l i a m
Jo n e s ( l o v i n g l y r e f e r r e d t o a s D o c ) i s F o u n d e r / C E O a n d
C h i e f E d i t o r o f t h e p u l s e o f N O L A’s , 5 0 4 M a g . c o m . D o c
Jo n e s b r i n g s a h i g h l e v e l o f e n e r g y, e x c i t e m e n t a n d h a n d s
o n i nv o l v e m e n t t o a ny t h i n g h e b e l i e v e s i n . D o c’s m o t t o,
love of people, and talents continues to be, “if you believe
i n i t , y o u s h o u l d b e a c o n t r i b u t i n g f a c t o r t o i t .”
Doc is excited about the restoration of and is spearheading an all out effort to bring an influx of new ready-tor u n c o n t r i b u t o r s t o t h e a r e a a r m e d w i t h c u r r e n t i n f o rm a t i o n i n 5 0 4 M a g . c o m . He r e c e n t l y s t a t e d , “ It’s n o t t h e
remaining rubble, though the devastation of Katrina that
r e m a i n s v i v i d l y i n my m i n d , b u t t h e b e a u t y o f t h e p e o p l e ,
the succulence of the food and the throngs of happy tour i s t I o n c e p e r f o r m e d f o r my s e l f o n B o u r b o n S t r e e t .”
504Mag.com comes to give and not take from the histor y
of the culture within that makes NOLA so unique. I come
to give and not take toward the complete restoration of
Ne w O r l e a n s .

Khacha Band one of Japan’s hottest new jazz groups

New Orleans Jazz is alive and well in Japan thanks to

Yoshitaka “Z Two” Tsuji

N

ew Orleans’ music has a

W

and Tiger Onisuka.

By: Tamah Yisrael
his regular keyboardist was on vacation. He

hat brought Z Two

had to rush out and purchase a suit and bor-

to New Orleans was

rowed a keyboard, because he would be per-

his dream to play

forming with Kermit for the next three weeks.

with jazz trumpeter

After the three weeks, Z Two became available

Tsuji had a strong desire to be a part of the

Kermit Ruffins, a famous New Orleans musi-

to experience the New Orleans music scene by

New Orleans music scene; he worked hard to

cian that Z Two admired from affar. He would

performing in areas such as Frenchman Street

bring his dream into reality. Drawing inspira-

listen to Kermit’s music almost every day in Ja-

and Jackson Square. All the while, of course

tion from great New Orleans musicians such

pan and had purchased all of his CDs. In May

he frequently attended Kermit’s performances.

as Kermit Ruffins and Henry Butler, Z Two is

2011, he finally made his move to New Orleans

In January 2012, Z Two became the official

now living his dream.

with his mind on making that dream a real-

keyboardist for Kermit Ruffins and the BBQ

ity. Z Two attended Kermit’s Thursday night

Swingers, a position he holds to date.

way of inspiring people
around the world and this
was the case for Japanese

born musician Z Two! Yoshitaka “Z Two”

B

orn in 1978 in Osaka, Japan, Yoshitaka learned
to play piano at age 5 as
prescribed by the tradi-

tional Japanese curriculum, music education is required. He attended the University
of Hyogo as a student in bio-technology. It
was there he discovered the world of jazz
at the age of 18 and joined a jazz circle. Z
Two learned to play jazz by listening to the
recordings of jazz pianist Oscar Peterson.
It was in 2000 when he began performing
in various places in Osaka, Kyoto and Kobe
Japan which marked the beginning of his ca-

performance at Vaughan’s Lounge in the By-

reer. During that time he performed with art-

water and jammed with him that night. Two

ist such as Eddie Henderson, Clifton Ander-

weeks later, Kermit contacted Z Two because

son, Othello Molineaux, Takeshi Yamaguchi

he needed a keyboard player immediately as

S

ince being in New
Orleans, Z Two has
performed with the
likes of John Boutte,
Mike “Soulman” Baptiste, Trombone Shorty, Irvin Mayfield,
Nayo Jones and many others.
Z Two can be seen performing with Kermit and the BBQ
Swingers Sunday’s at Kermit
Ruffins Speak Easy, Tuesday’s at
Bullets Sports Bar, Thursday’s at
Vaughan’s Lounge and Friday’s
at the Blue Nile. Like most New
Orleans musicians Z Two performs with multiple bands. He can also be
seen performing with Miki Fuji and Friends
on Monday’s at Yuki Izakaya.

Photo By: Doc Jones
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musicians like Yoshio, Z Two, Haruka, Mitch, Keiko

H

e also performs gospel music on
Sunday which is another very
important experience for Z Two.
This experience has broadened

his musicianship as well as his knowledge of this aspect
of American culture. All of Z Two’s experiences here in
the Crescent City has giving him inspiration for which
he is very thankful. May 2013 will mark 3 years in New
Orleans for Z Two. Next on the horizon for Z Two is his

W

own CD project that will be most anticipated!
henever I play, I consider to
entertain the audience. To
do so, I have to enjoy the
music and atmosphere.

It

requires a relaxation and concentration…….Yoshitaka
“Z Two” Tsuji.

Photo By: Doc Jones
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Uncle Lionel last 2nd Line

Photo By Doc Jones

504 MAGAZINE SHARES WITH ITS READERS THE FIRST
ANNIVERSARY OF THE DEATH OF UNCLE LIONEL BAPTISTE

By: Shirley A Jones

How time flies I can’t believe it’s already been a year sense
the last Essence Festival was held. I was in New Orleans on
assignment to cover stories on and interviews with several of
the performers on the 2012 Essence Festival stage.
There were so many memorable instances, chance meetings
and scheduled interviews, yet the most memorable was not a
live interview. But the Second Line tribute paid to the legendary “Uncle Lionel Baptiste” and the throngs of native New
Orleanans who participated in the parade. The experience,
is one etched high in my memory as unforgettable. A few
days after the Essence Festival Treme began a two week celebration of the life and death of Uncle Lionel. Like no other
city I’ve had the pleasure of visiting, New Orleans offers a
unique way of honoring their loved ones who die. Uncle Lionel remains New Orleans most famous Bass Drummer. Day
one, the Second Line danced its way though the community,
starting at Kermit Ruffins’ Speak Easy; culminating two weeks later at the Charbonnet-Labat Funeral Home.
18 stylus magazine

2013’s New Orleans Jazz Fest, soggy grounds, did
not prevent the New Orleans Jazz Fest from staging a
second-line parade in memory of ‘Uncle’ Lionel Batiste.
The Second Line’s parade was fueled by the music of the
Treme Brass Band. On-lookers watched as the secondline began at the Economy Hall Tent and headed onto the
Festival grounds.
Kermit Ruffins said during a recent interview, “When I first
heard Uncle Lionel I was playing with the Rebirth Brass
Band; it had to be about 1983. I had an opportunity to
hang with Uncle Lionel almost every day and every night.
He would entertain the people from the time he’d walk in
the door till the time he left, and I came to realize early on
why everybody called him Uncle Lionel, because I felt like
he was my real uncle.” The renowned Ruffins’ sentiments
ring true for thousands of New Orleans residents. Uncle

Lionel you are missed.

Photo By Doc Jones

Photo By Doc Jones
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504 Magazine in Japan on

Thanks to Yoshio and Keiko Toyama

International Jazz Day

Japan Diva Sax Player

Article with Banner

504Magazine
introduces
“NaOh Sax”
Naoko Tanaka
By: Shirley A Jones

NAOH is funky cool female saxophonist who started
piano at age 3 and later moved to the Sax at age sixteen. She graduated from Osaka College of Music Jazz
Course.
Naoh went on to study under Universal Jazz artist Hidefumi Toki for a time. In her never ending effort to
hone her skills on her instrument, she studied and traveled in and out of those cities known to be famous in
the realm of music, including New York, New Orleans
and Memphis.
After some time she returned to her native country Japan. By that time NAOH was focused on her solo jazz
career and joined big name groups like Kobukoro (famous J-pop band) and the Otis Clay band while they
toured Japan.
Although still very young, Naoh released her first national album “PRECIOUS” in 2004. Then later her mini
album “smile” in 2005. Since the release of “smile” Naoh
has seen much progress regarding her career in music.
She’s released DVDs, appeared on TV and Radio and
continues to perform in and around Japan
Formed a (“G-Hones” aka) Glamorous Hones full-fledged horn section of women only in 2011. Her popularity has grown gaining her notice in the SOUL event.
When interviewed Naoh said her more recent concerns
were focused on her own individual recording in Memphis, TN

Photo By:Shun Hayano
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Noah’s “PRECIOUS” CD is available on iTunes; however,
if you ever travel to Japan and buy the album via her blog
site, the proceeds will go to the support the Red Cross earthquake support!
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In December 2012, 504Magazine proudly celebrated its 1-year anniversary in New Orleans.
This birthday party included performances by a host of popular musicians featured in past issues.
Since New Orleans is 504Mag’s birthplace, our objectives met the challenge of exposing some of the
new, and re-introducing select veterans of the art of jazz. Leading the way towards a new phase of
our unique publication, Publisher, William “Doc” Jones introduced his current mission to continue
to strive for “the new.” As a gifted instrumentalist, and certainly no stranger to the world of Jazz,
“Doc’’s” imagination has climbed to new heights, beginning with Tokyo residents, Yoshio Toyama
and his wife and band mate Keiko.
Thanks to Doc Jones’ never-ending process of networking in New Orleans and constant brainstorming, these thought processes ultimately led to a jazz master’s promotion of Jazz on an International level. This unique collaboration was brought to fruition due to Doc’s determination, and a
newly-formed relationship with our cover feature, famed Japanese jazz trumpeter, Yoshio Toyama.
504Magazine most definitely terms it another “milestone.” More importantly, it is our belief that
this union will add to all jazz lovers’ efforts to keep this magnificent genre alive. We will continue
to join forces with others (here and abroad) in a looming trek to show our respect and love for
Jazz, and offer our continued support in these efforts. To confirm our like-passions, this “special
issue,” will be published in both English and Japanese. At best, and against all odds, history is in
the making behind this union with our International brothers and sisters,especially considering the
struggles from all sides with this thing called “jazz.”

Founders of Wonderful World of Jazz
Foundation Keiko and Yoshio Toyama

O

Wonderful World of Jazz Foundation Works

Article with Collage #2

Yoshio Toyama “The Satchmo of Japan”
Forges a Bond Between Japan and New Orleans:
.
BY: Cynthia Gill Mitchell
EARLY JAPANESE JAZZ
Historically, every style/genre of music has been privy to media madness over their choices, and most of whom eventually
dodged the mass media bullets. Some of us can remember
as far back as decades ago through to this current century,
some form of music being open to scrutiny, including; rock
rock n’ roll, blues, country music, hip-hop, and gangsta wrap,
one of the main styles pounced on because of the fear of the
effects it has had on American youth. Even Christian music
has been criticized by some Christian religious leaders, who
have condemned it as immoral, anti-Christian and even demonic. Globally, the list goes on – because criticism is inevitable. All of these genres have somehow survived scrutiny,
holding steadfast to their passions. And jazz, specifically Japanese Jazz, was no exception and who most certainly did not
escape the wrath. Beginning in the 1920’s, some naysayers
and non-believers of this thing called “jazz” even termed it
“enemy music,” and “Devils music” by diverse segments of the
American public. During this emergence, the only appreciation shown was more so in the elite entertainment districts of
Osaka and Kobe.
After the war, though, the Allied Occupation (1945–1952)
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of Japan provided a new incentive for Japanese jazz musicians to
emerge, as the American troops were eager to hear the music they
listened to back home. Early jazz music was popularized in Japan
thanks to the overseas trips of both Americans and Filipino jazz
bands, the latter having acquainted themselves with the music in
their native country through the presence of the American occupying forces. By the end of the 1950s, native jazz practice again
flourished in Japan, and in the following decades an active avantgarde and free jazz scene reached its full growth. Most of these musicians continue to tour extensively in the United States
Japanese jazz has frequently been criticized as “derivative,” or even
as an unworthy imitation of U.S. jazz, both by American and Japanese commentators. In response to the belittling attitude of their
audience, Japanese jazz artists began adding a “national flavor” to
their work in the 1960s.
YOSHIO AND KEIKO: “AN INSPIRATIONAL BACK STORY”
As the decades wore on, many Japanese jazz musicians managed to
prevail on the heels of the negativity attached to its history. Yoshio
Toyama and his wife, Keiko, are no different. Obviously aware of
the challenges, it was in 1968 that the Toyama’s made their trek
to New Orleans, and with little hesitation, followed a dream. They

Photo By Doc Jones
had heard about this “birthplace of jazz” and knew their mission
was a good one.
Yoshio says: “I love Louis Armstrong. I’m called ‘Satchmo’ in Japan.” Obviously impressed and inspired by one of New Orleans’
favorite sons, Yoshio says, as a young teen, “he fell in love with
the music of “Pops.” Sharing his passions, his young bride, Keiko,
journeyed with him to New Orleans in 1968. Starting out, they
lived above a restaurant on the French Quarter. Their ultimate
goal was to hone their skills in the field of jazz by studying with
the jazz masters, and blending in the neighborhoods that were
mostly comprised of music masters. After learning from such
greats as Percy Humphrey and “Sweet Emma” Barrett, they eventually moved back to their homeland in 1973. It was during this
period that they formed their own band, The Dixie Saints, while
continuing to play traditional jazz. Keiko is a member of this
band, and they are regulars at the annual Satchmo Jazz Fest held
every August. And it is no surprise that Yoshio’s favorite songs
include “What a Wonderful World” and “When the Saints Go
Marchin’ In.”
Yoshio’s motivation: “We want to remind people of Armstrong’s
life and spread his music, love and spirit,” Toyama says. “After
World War II, the U.S. helped Japanese people with the kindest of
hearts. So this is a big thank you from Japanese fans to New Orleans for giving the world such a wonderful present called jazz.”

And his mission: Donating musical instruments to schools and
aid groups in New Orleans through “Wonderful World Jazz
Foundation,” an organization founded by Toyama and his wife,
Keiko. At age 14, Toyama started playing trumpet and fell in love
with Louis Armstrong’s music, which inspired him to delve deeper into the culture of Armstrong’s hometown. “It was a shock
to learn that schools in the birthplace of jazz had very poor musical instruments,” Toyama says. “I was deeply moved to read in
Armstrong’s autobiography that he came from the poorest slum.
He was sent to a boys’ home, where he learned to play music. It
changed his life.”
Yoshio and Keiko made a return trip to NOLA approximately 20
years later. It was during this trip in 1994 that they introduced
the “Wonderful World of Jazz Foundation.” They had immediately become aware of how things had changed since they’d left.
It weighed on them, especially after noticing the old, dilapidated and patched instruments carried by a high school marching
band. It was a sad shock too when they became aware that “kids
were carrying guns instead of trumpets.” During this period,
the foundation donated nearly 800 musical instruments to the
school children of New Orleans. Unhappy with what they had
seen, they gathered instruments and donations, and every year
when they come for Satchmo Summer Fest, they bring gifts to the
young people of New Orleans.

continue Page 38
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Mitsuru “Mitch” Yasuda
NOLA’S coolest Japanese Jazz
Trumpet Player
By: David Williamson
There are many Japanese jazz musicians of international
renown. One of the most wellknown Japanese jazz musicians
is smooth jazz saxophonist Sadao
Watanabe. Lisa Ono, a bossa nova
singer who sings in Portuguese,
English, and Japanese, has many
fans. There are a lot of excellent
Japanese pianists and keyboardists. Hiromi, a young female
pianist-keyboardist, is known
for her technical expertise and
fusion tunes. Masabumi Kikuchi
was one of the last keyboardists
to play with jazz icon Miles Davis. Makoto Ozone is a veteran
of the international jazz scene.
Keiko Matsui and Junko Onishi
also have thriving careers. Some
other Japanese musicians of note
are avant-garde, big band leader,
Satoko Fujii and post-bop trumpeter Shunzo Ono, which brings
us to one of the coolest Japanese
trumpet players in New Orleans...
Misuru “Mitch”Yasuda
Mitch began playing the trumpet
when he was 13 years old. At 19,
Mitch visited New Orleans for
the first time and has spent ample time there since then. In fact,
since 2000, Mitch has spent six
months of each year in New Orleans. He lived in 6th ward from
2002 to 2005 during which time
he says he would visit “Joe’s Cozy
Corner,” a historic jazz hub in
New Oleans, everyday.

addressed concerns of a conservative Japanese elite who viewed jazz’s “American-ness” and mass
appeal as somewhat controversial. They created a
distinctively Japanese kind of jazz music that fused
ancient Japanese folk or theatre songs with jazz, and
in addition wrote new jazz songs that had Japanese
thematic content and often closely resembled wellknown traditional melodies.
Mitch is a true lover of jazz and its history, and he
speaks of contemporary jazz musicians with admiration and respect. Some of these friends include
Corey “Boe Money” Henry (trombone), Terence
“T-Bell” Andrews (bass drum), Gregory “Koon”
Veals (Rebirth Brass Band), and Kerry “Fatman”
Hunter (New Birth Brass Band).
Mitsuru “Mitch” Yasuda has immersed himself in
the community via his daily participation in live
street performances, second-line parades, jazz funeral processions and block parties in the Tuba
Fats-based TREME district (6th Ward). He has had
an experience in New Orleans that is reminiscent of
jazzmen of long ago, and that which clearly shines
through his music.
Mitch is a true jazz musician that any jazz enthusiast would have an appreciation for. True enthusiasts would not only have an appreciation for his
impeccable sound, but one for his story. And his
story, just as his love for jazz, is authentic... Check
him out!

Mitch & Trombone Shorty
in Osaka Japan

Maintaining a consistent roll in NOLA, Mitch has played with some well-known bands
and jazz legends. He has played
with Lil’ Rascals Brass Band, New
Birth Brass Band, Russell Batiste Band, Kirk Joseph Band, All
That (as a regular band member),
and more... He even played with
Anthony “Tuba Fats” Lacen. He
has played in numerous clubs; and
has performed at the New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival. Mitch
also continues his Japanese tour.
Jazz music has a long history in
Japan, dating back to around
the early 1920’s, and around the
same time that Jazz music was
beginning to gain mainstream
popularity in the United States.
Some notable names from the
early years of jazz in Japan are,
trumpeter, Fumio Nanri, Ryoichi
Hattori and Koichi Sugii, who

PhotoBY Doc Jones
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Mitch takes New Orleans by strom
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Hiroshima

Formed by Dan Kuramoto and June Kuramoto
Other players include:
KIMO CORNWELL – Piano, Keyboards and Synthesizers
DANNY YAMAMOTO – Drums, Taiko, Percussion and synthesizer
DEAN CORTEZ – Electric and acoustic bass and background vocals.
SHOJI KAMEDA – Taiko, Percussion and Voice

Hiroshima is a diverse group, and yet, these genius opposites attract, especially considering the plethora of instruments coupled with their mix of musical backgrounds – and it
continues to work. Make no mistake these folks know who they are and where they are
headed.

“The band”

Beginning with “Have You Ever Wondered,” a luscious, textured piece featuring
June and the harmonica virtuoso, Tetsuya Nakamura, Departure is a journey of
nine songs including the jazzy funk of Koto Cruise, a heart for Japan in Blues for
Sendai, rockin blues in Smiling Jack, the sensual soul of See You Again, the voice
and the thunder of Yamasong Duet, the power and spirit of First Nation and two
new visitations to our most popular songs, Thousand Cranes and One Wish.

Article with photo No. 2

CONGRATULATIONS TO ONE OF THE
GREATEST JAPANESE BANDS OF ALL TIMES TO
BREAK INTO THE AMERCIAN MARKET- WE
APPLAUD HIROSHIMA’S DECADES OF A MAGIC
MUSIC MIX

HIROSHIMA
In 1971, it was penned by famed Jazz Master, Duke Ellington, “that the whole world
was going [Asian],” and that no one would
know “who was in the shadow of whom.”
This proclamation came as part of the work
on the album, The Afro-Eurasian Eclipse.
Well, this infamous and celebrated ensemble known as Hiroshima is the fulfillment
of Ellington’s prophecy. It all came to fruition, just as Ellington imagined - behind his
own eclectic musical prowess. Since coming
on the scene 30 years ago, Hiroshima’s passion has certainly proved complementary to
Ellington’s prediction.
In 1979, this new group burst onto the scene, bringing with them a unique sound bite
that undoubtedly took most of its listeners
by surprise. Leaving us dangling for more
after their 1979 hit album, and on to another
string of their brand of hits through to 1980,
by then most of the world of jazz music lovers, including the Black community, were
aware of this newly formed group and all that
they stood for. Previous to their emergence,
including yours truly, some, including yours
truly, assumed they were a new and different
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Black ensemble. Their mix of masterpiece
instruments had temporarily thrown us off.
But ultimately, their early jazz-pop, R&B
sound gave them a huge following, not to
mention that from the Asian American and
Japanese American Community.
Hiroshima [named for the Japanese city of Hiroshima] were enthusiastically
embraced by the music public, especially
on the heels of their self-titled debut album
in 1979. And obviously no one was put off,
or swayed when their own record company
executives blatantly placed bets that this
band, with their own blend of Japanese
instruments, American jazz infusion and
Latin percussions – an obvious and miraculous mix on the heels of the dying disco
days –“would not be recognized in terms of
record sales, and critical acclaim. But despite this prediction, their album debut on
Arista Records brought about the hit single
and favorites of this writer, “Roomful of Mirrors” and “Da Da.” And in my hometown,
Chicago, a loyal following developed among
African-Americans. And as expected, there
was a like-following, particularly in Wash-

ington, D.C. and Atlanta. Hence, the radio
airplay was overwhelming on Black and
contemporary jazz radio stations nationwide, and regarded as musical pioneers
amongst the Asian American and Japanese
American community. It is with these fans
and their overwhelming, positive responses
over many decades that probably helped to
enhance Hiroshima’s staying power
Prior to 1979, Hiroshima had already been
on the scene for a few years - possibly testing the waters before the self-titled album
release. They were featured in a 1976 documentary titled Cruisin’ J-Town, directed
by Duane Kubo. And on the heels of this
documentary, after being on the scene for
a decade, the group wrote an original song
titled “The Moon is a Window to Heaven”
for the 1989 film Star Trek V. The Final
Frontier. From their 1987 album, “Go,” the
hit, “Hawaiian Electric,” debuted in a TV ad
campaign in Hawaii for The Hawaiian Electric Company, and featured June in the commercial, and their theme music for the television cooking show, “Simply Ming,” hosted
by chef Ming Tsai, went over big.

penchant for the new, and a general, overall
love for music, most can appreciate how Hiroshima has avoided a self-imposed cocoonlike stature. They weren’t blind-sided by the
obvious changes over the years - including
frequent changes of band members. Nor did
their music wane with With a universal image of this amazing blend, our appreciation
of unusual sounds, originality, a each record
company exit – all which ultimately led them
to embrace their devices by developing their
own record company. This changing of the
guards no doubt has served them well. Hence,
in its personal statement the group said, “For
us, it’s always about being different. It’s vital to
not be the same. We embrace our sound.”
Hiroshima is still active after 30 years in the
business. Now, they announce the release of
Departure, a follow-up to their 2010 Grammynominated Legendary CD. Departure was released in 2012 - The Year of the Dragon.
Leader and co-founder, Dan Kuramoto recently stated, “Hiroshima is the only Asian
band to receive a Grammy-nomination and
they have two. Legacy featured songs from
the first 10 years and celebrated the band’s
30-years in the industry. Departure is CD
number 18 for the legendary band. He also
stated that “It is a new beginning for us in
many ways. The songs are all originals with
just one guest artist, the incredible harmonica
player Tetsuya “Tex” Nakamura, featured on
the luscious opening track, “Have You Ever
Wondered,” composed by June and Kimo.
“Koto Cruise,” is the second song and features a funky groove and a burning koto solo.
“Blues for Sendai” is just that. There’s a tribute to our friend and mentor James Moody,
who passed last December. It’s called “See You
Again,” and there is a lot of ‘quoting’ from his
“Moody’s Mood for Love.” After many years
of requests, we have recorded our first full-on
taiko solo ever, “Yamasong”--a live recording
that really captures Shoji and Danny’s fierce
interplay. “First Nation,” a composition by the
Hawaiian Kimo Cornwell, is a powerhouse of
a song embracing many cultures, as does our
reincarnation of “Thousand Cranes.” The CD
ends with a soulful version of “One Wish,”
done as an acoustic trio.
Kuramoto continued, “Why Departure? Where do I begin? After more than 30 years in the
recording industry -- and almost 4 million
records sold – we’ve decided to leave record
companies behind and venture on our own.
It’s kinda scary, but given the changes in the
music industry and what it’s now going to take
for us to survive, we are moving toward direct
contact with the community. “
When speaking on their 1999 album Black
and White, “We’ve always stood apart from
other instrumental groups of our time by ta-

king the graceful classical sound of the koto
and experimenting with varying American
musical idioms around that,” says Dan Kuramoto, Hiroshima’s leader and producer. “We
create musically a cross-commentary about
a multitude of cultures that comes from our
backgrounds as Asian Americans growing up
in a racially diverse America. The album title
grew from the idea that as people of Japanese heritage, we are ethnically in the middle of
black and white, drawing from the traditions
of both races yet also creating an identity that
is unique to our heritage.
“Between Black and White is not only a natural reflection about being in the middle, it’s
also a perfect metaphor for the subtleties of
grays in everyday life, moderation and balance summed up in the Yin and Yang ideas of
Eastern philosophy,” he adds.
Formed by Dan Kuramoto and June Kuramoto (the only Japanese native in the band,
and one of the world’s leading koto players),
Hiroshima became a thriving and pioneering
instrumental ensemble.
“The band’s popularity grew with the release
of Odori (1980) with a Grammy nomination
to boot. Third Generation in 1983; Another
Place (1985), and their first gold record, which
featured another hit, “One Wish”; Go in 1987,
which topped Billboard’s Contemporary Jazz
Chart for three months and earned the band
a Soul Train Award for Best Jazz Album; East
(1989), which contained sections from “Sansei”, the musical drama created and performed
by Hiroshima, and became the third highest
grossing show in the history of the Los Angeles Music Center’s, Mark Taper Forum (currently being updated for a re-mounting ); the
brilliant Providence (1992), explored different
themes of humanity; Hiroshima L.A. (1994),
which launched a two-record association with
Quincy Jones’ Qwest label. Jones requested
they perform at the Montreux Jazz Festival;
and 1997’s Urban World Music.”
“Aside from touring with such greats as Miles
Davis, Hiroshima’s members Dan and June
have played on numerous soundtracks together, including those for “Black Rain” and
the Oscar nominated “The Thin Red Line,”
while Kimo Cornwell has produced and played with top Hawaiian artists, including Randy Lorenzo. Emmy winner, Dan Kuramoto
has scored over 50 plays, films and TV shows
including the Showtime miniseries, “Home
Fires,” “Bean Sprouts” and the Oscar nominated “The Silence.” He also served as the musical arranger for the L.A. and New York productions of the play/musical, “Zoot Suit.” June
Kuramoto was trained on koto by Madame
Kazue Kudo, herself a protégé of Japan’s most
famed kotoist and composer, Michio Miyagi.
She’s played on numerous recordings, inclu-

ding the number 1 hit, “Sukiyaki” by Taste of
Honey, films, television and concert performances with artists like Ravi Shankar.”
JUNE KURAMOTO – CO-FOUNDER
Born in Saitama-ken Japan (just outside of
Tokyo), and raised in the Crenshaw district
of Los Angeles, June epitomizes America’s
evolving art and music culture. As a child, she
longed to return to Japan and found comfort
in playing an ancient Japanese instrument-the koto. Almost by destiny, a renowned koto
master, the madame Kazue Kudo, protege of
Japan’s most famous kotoist and composer,
Michio Miyagi, relocated to the United States, and began teaching koto-- in June’s family
home. Using her grandmother’s koto, June,
only six years old, found a ‘connection’ for her
life in the instrument and Japanese music.
June met an eccentric artist-musician named
Dan, and they began merging June’s koto music with the diverse musical environment of
Los Angeles. This was the beginning of Hiroshima. June has since been the driving artistic
force of Hiroshima, creating a multi-cultural
music statement, while growing into one of
the world’s greatest kotoists.
DAN KURAMOTO – CO-FOUNDER
Dan plays the Saxophone, flutes, Shakuhachi,
keyboards and vocals: A college art student
from East Los Angeles, supporting himself by
working as a sports specialist for L.A. County parks and recreation, Dan picked up the
flute as a kind of diversion to his post-hippy
lifestyle. With the evolution of ethnic studies
on the college campus, and armed with a
bachelor’s in fine arts (painting and drawing),
he found himself as the first department chairman of Asian-American studies at Cal State University at Long Beach. Searching for a
‘voice,’ as an Asian-American and an artist, he
continued to teach for three years, but decided
that university life was not immediate enough
for him. He also found that playing music for
various community fund-raisers provided a
kind of expression that became a passion.
Fueled by the work of the jazz artists he loved,
and the incredible creative energy of ethnic
artists like Earth, Wind and Fire, Santana, and
Jimi Hendrix, Dan saw music as the vehicle to
voice the music of his Japanese-American heritage and to claim what he feels is America’s
greatest resource-- its diversity. Then he met
June. Her virtuosity as a classical Japanese
musician, and her desire to create a ‘new music’ inspired their collaboration that became
the birth of Hiroshima. Though short on music background, but long on ideas and persistence, Dan has ultimately become the ‘leader’
of the band and its principal composer/producer.
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Who is
Haruka Kikuchi?
If you’ve ever traveled to New Orleans, the birthplace of Jazz, you may have come across Haruka
Kikuchi. She is a Red Haired Japanese Girl, who
loves the music and the culture of New Orleans.
Haruka Kikuchi was born in Chiba Prefecture,
Japan and started playing trombone when she
was in high school student. Went to Tokyo University of The Arts, the most famous University
to study music and arts in Japan. She studied
Music Science and earned a Degree in Music
Science in 2010 upon graduating.
She developed a love for the trombone further
encouraged by her love of her first trombone
idol, Edward “Kid” Ory. The late great Kid Ory
was born in Laplace, Louisiana and played with
the likes of Louis Armstrong and Jelly Roll Morton over the span of his more than 60 year career.
He was born in 1886 and died in January 1973.
Haruka had the opportunity to visit New Orleans to experience and see first hand a New
Orleans Mardi Gras Season in 2009. The energy of the people, the City and its music brought
new energy to her. Needless to say, Haruka fell
in love with New Orleans immediately. She is
quoted as having said, “It’s weird but I felt like
coming home, when I arrived in New Orleans. It
felt like I had a knowing of New Orleans before I
set foot on the soil.”
Being there for the Mardi Gras Parade, with all
its sights, sounds, smells and pure human energy, truly changed her life.
The experience of Mardi Grass 2009, inspired
Haruka and she went away thinking about organizing and holding a Mardi Gras event, with

all its culture to the people of Japan. The advent
of her first visit to the Crescent City, meeting the
people and many musicians of New Orleans, has
become an annual experience for Haruka. She
says her annual visits are literally the best part of
her life right now.
Haruka is never without her instrument and has
had occasion to play with many wonderful musicians in New Orleans. To name a few of the
greats who have invited her to their stage are
Kermit Ruffins, Leroy Jones, Evan Christopher,
the Rebirth Brass Band and many others. She
not only takes with her the experience of performing with these great musicians, but the learning and pure joy of the playing experiences. I
have learned so much from these outstanding
musicians, but most of all Haruka says “The
most exciting and important thing I think, playing with New Orleans musicians, is to feel the
groove and create that groove with them.”
Uncle Lionel Batiste was buried in the summer
of 2012. Uncle Lionel is still known as a legend
in Louisiana. His burial procession brought
out everyone from mothers with infants to the
very elderly, and of course nearly every known
accomplished musician you might name; each
came and many performed out of respect for the
City’s Legend. Haruka was able to participate
in the funeral of Uncle Lionel, an event she will
never forget. That too presented another very
special experience for her. She recalls playing in
the Second Line to tunes and songs like “Over
In The Glory Land”, “Just A Little While To Stay
Here”, “Sing On,” and more.
Haruka notes there are so many Japanese tourists who visit New Orleans, who come particularly to enjoy the music. Haruka’s visits though
strongly influenced by the charm of the City,
the opportunities to play with Jazz Greats, and
her genuine love of the people of New Orleans.
She is not your ordinary Japanese visitor, in and

out for a festival or event such as Mardi Gras,
Haruka has developed friendships with locals
musicians and otherwise. Though her language
is somewhat broken at times, she loves to communicate with the people; she genuinely likes the
people of New Orleans. On several occasions
Haruka has played laser tag, gone to the movies,
loves her visits to a local favorite in New Orleans,
the Audubon Zoo. Aside from listening to, performing with and spending hours around great
musicians, Haruka, being a 25 year old young
woman, Haruka has also taken the time to party
with friends; just like a 25 year old might who
was born in the United States.
Haruka has noticed, that “The best part about
the people who live in New Orleans is that they
are truly proud about their city.” which brings a
smile to her face when talking about the City.
“They do everything in New Orleans in a New
Orleans way. Talking and playing with them like
that, makes me really happy.” An added benefit,
Haruka she says she feels like she can really be
herself in New Orleans. Though she loves her
native Japan, Haruka feels like she the City is
more receptive to her and her desire to learn and
perform more music while she’s in New Orleans.
Of course, she loves her own country, Japan. But
in Japan, it is also very hard to play music, especially the music that she loves that is native to
New Orleans.
“My dream is to hold a Mardi Gras event, and
make New Orleans music, and culture popular
in Japan.” That’s why she doesn’t stop playing
and talking about New Orleans. Maybe one day,
she actually makes another New Orleans, here in
Japan. She returns to New Orleans this spring
2013

By: Tomomitsu Maruyama & S jones
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Yoshio
& Keiko
Article
with photo
No. 2 Toyama
This generous couple has been consistent in their
contributory “love fest.” In August 2003, they
paid a visit to Carver High School in New Orleans,
where they presented the marching band with 39
new instruments. Giving a heartfelt speech, Yoshio
graciously thanked the United States, New Orleans
and Louis “Satchmo” Armstrong for giving the world
such wonderful music called Jazz. This array of instruments included tubas, trombones, trumpets and
saxophones to then band director Wilbert Rawlins, a
friend and central figure in helping to involve more
youth in music appreciation and participation.
Taking their shared love for music and compassion
to the people of Japan, especially on the heels of
the Tsumani, 8 high school students from the O.P.
Walker Band, joined 8 Tipitina Foundation interns
for an exchange of culture and music. This trip
also memorialized the hundreds of thousands who
lost their lives. The irony of it all came from the
tragedies that struck both Japan and New Orleans.
Tsumani and Hurricane Katrina were the culprits,
but the coming together of both influenced a musical union that remains paramount.
When the news broke about the devastation behind the
Tsumani, they got in touch with Yoshio Toyama. He
directed them to a small town in Sendai region, one they
had sent money to for help. As irony would have it, later
they discovered that this same town would end up helping
them in the aftermath of “Katrina.” Hence, these unusual
collaborative acts of helping our fellow-man, extends
across the waters and will probably go down in history for
a long time coming.

Other special gifts from the Toyama’s in August 2006
include a $1,000 donation and three horns to TBC
Brass Band to replace the instruments lost during the
devastation of Hurricane Katrina.

In the months following New Orleans’ tragedies, the
Toyamas sponsored numerous fund-raisers and miraculously raised more than $80,000 to help professional musicians get their lives back. “It was easy to
get help because all the Japanese people worry about
the musicians in New Orleans,” Toyama said. But it
didn’t stop there. They also collected professional and
quality musical instruments that had been donated
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by families of Japanese musicians. A touching note
from Japan came with these generous donations: “My
father, a bandsman, passed away last year. His saxophone and flute need to be played to be kept alive.
Please play these instruments in the holy land of jazz
-- a place my father used to dream of.”
Behind all of his and Keiko’s sincere acts of kindness,
probably one of Toyama’s biggest moments came in
2008, at the end of the annual Satchmo Summer Fest
Jazz Mass at St. Augustine Church. As if the invitation of being asked to perform with the Treme Brass
Band wasn’t enough for this humble man and his
band, but what happened next undoubtedly touched
him deeply. It seems that “New Orleans’ Councilwoman, Jackie Clarkson, presented Yoshio and Keiko
with a key to the City, and thanked them for all they
had done for the children of New Orleans. According to Yoshio, “My wife was bawling when we got it
and “Me, too.”
Yoshio Toyama and his band (The Dixie Saints) and
members of the “Foundation,” played and also donated $1,000 and 16 instruments to the Charter school’s
Jazz Studies Program. During the program, Wilbert
Rawlins, Jr. (Creative Arts Department Chairman
and Director of Bands) presented Toyama with a
bright orange letter jacket personalized with his
name on it. Rawlins proudly revealed to Yoshio and
Keiko that “you’ve graduated from friends to family.”
Rawlins would later say that “I just feel like we have
to do something, after all they’ve done for us,”
Rawlins and other New Orleans’ musicians then
sponsored a jam session, charged $5.00 and encouraged generous donations. “Everything we raise will
go to the Wonderful world of Jazz Foundation, and
if you have instruments to donate, even if they need
work, we’ll take them, too.” Rawlins also stated, “We
want to help Yoshio and the Japanese people like
they’ve helped us.”

PAYING IT FORWARD
According to Wilbert Rawlins, A major visit to
Japan in October 2012, “was like going to Fantasyland.” This “fantasyland” trip included O.P. Walker’s
high school brass band, The Chosen Ones, on a
10-day tour. “They were just blown away by the
experience, “he said.
The trip to Japan was one memorable moment
followed by another. For Rawlins, going to Tokyo
Disneyland was a highlight. None of his students
had ever been to Disneyland or Disney World in
the U.S., and neither had he. “It’s a beautiful, beautiful place. They had a marching band to meet us at
the gate.” And performing there was a thrill for him.
Also according to Rawlins, “Yoshio and his band
performed on the jazz stage at Tokyo Disneyland
(and where Yoshoi and his band have played for 20
years), and we got to play on that same stage. None
of the New Orleanians will ever forget going to Kesennuma, playing with the Swing Dolphins and seeing the aftermath of the tsunami.” “To watch those
little kids was awesome,” Rawlins said. “They’re
middle-school students, but their musicianship is
second to none.” Donald Harrison said “seeing the
devastation was heart-rending. “It just made me
realize that disaster can strike anywhere,” I felt the
connection because it reminded me of New Orleans
(after Katrina) so much.”
One of NOLA’S jazz greats, Donald Harrison, was
also a major part of this awesome event. He also
contributed his awesome skills when they saw a
large ship on the land, and they played “Just a
Closer Walk with Thee” on the spot where the
home of one of the Swing Dolphins had stood.
“To look at all of those slabs where people used
to live, that was a horrible sight to see,” Rawlins
said. “Water carried ships across the land. It just

devoured everything in its path.”

“It was truly amazing to see the audiences and the
musicians pull off something wonderful together,”
he said. “We always talk about making things better.
To see it happening was just incredible
“This collaboration is going to change lives,” Harrison said. “In the future, we’ll see the effects. We’ll
see great musicians come out of Japan, who will be
our brothers and sisters.”
JAPAN AND NEW ORLEANS: A MUSICAL
GATHERING
Most recently, it was announced in New Orleans
that 504Magazine, The New Orleans Agenda and
the United Nations Educations, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) will serve as
New Orleans hosts of the 2nd Annual International
Jazz Day on Tuesday, April 30, 2013. This major
event has gone global, which undoubtedly includes
participation in and celebration by just about every
country imaginable. Most impressively, and which
is no surprise to 504Mag, that Japan is sponsoring 2
of these events, and is spearheaded by Yoshio.
Since the announcement of International Jazz Day,
and especially considering Japan’s collaboration
with 504Mag and UNESCO, Yoshio Toyama has
since received some surprising support from the
American Embassy in Japan. The Embassy’s Cultural Public Relations Official is expected to attend
this event as well as make a short speech in honor
of International Jazz Day.
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The Song Bird of Love

Live at The
Hollywood Park Casino
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Legend Elaine Stepter - Former Lead
Singer For R&B Group Rose Royce
By: Shirley A. Jones
Elaine has been singing professionally for a long time. Her development as a communicator of song began in her hometown of Los
Angeles, CA. Growing up in this entertainment capital afforded her
early exposure to the recording of music and her development as a
performer. She spent four years employed by Rose Royce as the lead
and background vocalist in the group. Ms Stepter has recorded four
solo CD’s “Steppin Out”, “Soulfully Inspired”, “The Woman I Am,”
and the fourth CD titled, “Elaine Stepter Live At The Hollywood
Park Casino,” recently released on the Amec Records label. Elaine
Stepter is an internationally known songstress who brings her listeners into her musical world. It’s obvious to her many listeners that
Ms. Stepter is in love with music, as she lives, eats and breaths it. Her
love of music is further evidenced, when Elaine, yet in junior high
school, formed a singing group tagged “Sweet Taste of Perfection.”
That first group turned out to be the training ground for Elaine’s
vocal career. As the leader of Sweet Taste of Perfection, Elaine not
only learned tonal quality, improved voice control but harmonic expression as well. After high school she attended the Eubanks Conservatory of Music to study piano and voice. Her instructors were
pleasantly surprised to learn Elaine possessed an exceptional talent
for composing. Soon after she released her first single “Promises.”
She continued to sing but for a stint became an editor and columnist for Black Radio Exclusive Magazine. That brought tremendous
satisfaction to Elaine but she soon realized that she needed to concentrate fully on her music, if she was to truly develop as a vocalist.
She wanted to be “on the scene,” not behind it. She continued to develop as a singer, songwriter and producer until finally she released
her second single “I’ll Always Be A Part of You.” “The Sweetness
of Your Love,” was a hit from her first album and was followed by
“Good Love” a track featured In the movie “Meteor Man” in 1993,
starring Robert Townsend and Luther Vandross. Elaine further collaborated, additionally, with various artists including Coolio, Young
MC (background vocals on ‘Ain’t Going out Like That’), and West
Side Connection with Jennifer Holliday.
Elaine offers her rich and sultry voice as it melds with every lyric,
daring it to ride the ultimate wave of her talent only to caress each
emotion and thought, as though it were hers and hers alone. No

song she lends her voice to ecapes the imprint of a personal feeling.
Her vocals are infectious and the the pure joy of her singing permeates your soul. Her single ‘The Sweetness Of Your Love came to the
attention of U.K. soul fans upon release on the, Miami based, Never
Stop Productions label in 1990. As with any dedicated artist, Elaine
sincerely hopes that people will continue to enjoy her music, but will
also be moved by the spiritual aspect of it.
Ms Stepter’s most recent works include her second album in 2001
titled, “Soulfully Inspire”’ for the The Eee Project Records imprint.
In 2003, she released an album entitled “The Woman I Am
Elaine is currently on tour in Japan, affording her the opportunity
to perform backed by a four piece rhythm section, at one of Japan’s
better known, upscale private night clubs, Selected Repos Club in
Kyoto City Japan. Owned by noted businessman, musician and vocalist, Mr. T. Ueda, the Selected Repos club in Kyoto is an upscale
members only night club which has been in existence 47 years this
year. Elaine is also featured live six nights a week in the club which
has been a host to some really big names in the music business. Her
nightly performances cover the spectrum, Jazz, R&B and Blues.
Located in a very busy and popular area in Kyoto city, it offers a
plush dining and party atmosphere while enjoying live music from
an international recording artist and local artist as well. Ms. Stepter
also mentioned in our interview that “Mr. Ueda is an accomplished
musician and vocalist himself; he really knows and appreciates good
music. Elaine says of her Japan experience, “This so far has been an
amazing experience. It’s always wonderful to get the opportunity to
go to other countries and share your gift. The reception I received
has been very warm and I look forward to coming again.”
Elaine’s Website: www.elainestepter.com
Club In Japan where she is performing:
www.kyoto-repos.com
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504Mag down under in Australia with The Mondlarks Hammond B3 Trio for the first International
Jazz Day concert

the
birthplace
Article
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A MUSICAL EXPERIENCE FROM DOWN UNDER WITH THE MONDLARKS
HAMMOND B3 TRIO-504MAG WELCOMES OUR AUSTRALIAN PARTNER

“The Mondlarks Hammond B3 Trio.” This
Australian Jazz Swing group made their “streaminglive,” world-wide debut during UNESCO’s 2nd Annual
International Jazz Day at the Historic Ballarat Mechanics
Institute in Sturt St. Ballarat. They didn’t participate in
the 1st annual event of “Jazz Day,” but were received well
and served as featured guests at the 2012 Internationally
renowned Wangaratta Jazz & Blues Festival, a festival
that attracts both Australian and International musicians
as an annual event. For the next and 3rd International
Jazz Day event, says member, Brigid McKinnon, “we have
already started to plan next year’s event and we hope to
attract some International musicians to play in Australia
on that day. “
According to Brigid, “the journey began 8 years ago as a
duo, and the present line-up as a trio have played for the
past 4 years. Mondlark’s members, Liam Kealy, Brigid
McKinnon and Rohan Heddle obviously are no strangers
to the world of jazz. But with this unique trio of multitalented musicians, they heartily embrace other genres;
including capturing the sounds of Latin, Soul and Blues.
This writer thinks their general mix lends credence to a
collaborative effort that proves complementary with a
sound that was clearly embellished by the introduction
of Liam Kealy’s passion for Hammond B3 organ. This
remarkable group’s sounds are further enhanced by the
trio’s drummer, Rohan. There is no leader of the group.
According to Brigid, the band’s vocalist, songwriter and
self-taught guitarist of twenty years, “The Mondlarks seem
to work best as a democracy. We all have an impact into
the material.” But when it comes to booking gigs, Brigid
is the person they look to.”
“There is nothing else that comes close to that pure
sound of a B3,”says Liam Kelly, whose first instrument
of choice was on Bass, which he played for 10 years with
the Bass pedals played by the feet in a style of Barbara
Dennelien and one of this writer’s old school favorites,
jazz great, Jimmy Smith. “My first Hammond was a 1970
model Hammond L100, which I still use today on special
occasions” says Kealy. “It is now 43 years old and sounds
fantastic. I currently play a Hammond B3 and also a
Hammond SK2. I have two Leslie cabinets that produce
48 stylus magazine

a warm bass sound that enhances the 2 octaves of bass
pedals that I use when performing with my trio. There are
so many clones today that try to emulate that Hammond
sound but nothing comes close to the authentic sound of a
Hammond B3.” Kealy also reports that he is delighted to
transport any of his Hammonds to gigs, because for him,
“it is about the sound.” He currently teaches piano, guitar
and bass at a local elementary school, and also has private
students on Hammond. The sound of the B3 goes back
to the early 1950s, and was a regular feature played by
the early Jazz musicians of that era. The combination of a
Leslie speaker and the added bonus of playing bass lines
with my feet, was a natural progression to Liams earlier
music career as a bass player. Liam has played in a lot of
Bands as a Bass and Organ Player, crossing styles from the
alternative Melbourne Pub Rock Scene.3 to many blues
line-ups, including is own blues trio band “Stumpy Funnel
that toured extensively around the tough Australian Blues
Circuit playing noted venues.
Liam has a Bachelor of Music from Box Hill Institute,
proving that continuing education can serve as nothing
but a plus – not only for himself, but for Brigid and Liam
a well. Liam also plays piano, Hammond, guitar and bass.
“It Don’t Mean a Thing If It Ain’t Got That Swing,” and
it’s definitely all about that “swing thing” with Brigid
McKinnon. Brigid grew up listening to, and performing
folk and roots music. She has performed on a variety of
stages across Australia and is an accomplished vocalist/
guitarist/songwrite.. With her unique vocal styles, she finds
that having taken on the genres of Jazz and Latin, feels
her voice is a perfect balance for the Hammond B3 organ.
She began writing songs at age 14, and began singing at
various venues in Australia at 21. “I started singing jazz
professionally with Liam 7 years ago. I love singing swing
and playing bossa nova on guitar as well.” Both Brigid
and Liam collaborate in writing all of their original music.
Brigid has a certificate in Musicianship at NMIT. She also
attended University of Ballarat and South West College of
T.A.F.E. Warrnamboo.

By Cynthia Gill Mitchell
		

“Swing, swing, swing..and play every note with heart
and soul.” Rohan Heddle certainly stands by this claim,
undoubtedly due to his 20 years of experience as a drummer.
“Unique musical dynamics, spontaneity, and feel are the
greatest things about jazz,” and Rohan has honed these
qualities in his approach to jazz drumming. Professionally
trained in jazz, modern and classical music and composition,
as well as touring internationally, around Australia, and
extensive studio recording experience, Rohan loves nothing
more than playing right next to Liam’s amazing Hammond
– and Brigid’s unique vocals! Rohan has also played in
orchestras and world percussion. Rohan also studied music at
Box Hill Institute – T.A.F.E.
The Mondlarks have toured across Australia performing at
most of the resorts and music venues. But one of their most
important goals is to bring their music to the United States.
Let us see what happens, readers. In the meantime, check out
this group’s website, http://themondlarks.com/, and listen to
some of their awesome recordings, which include Moanin’, Just
Friends, Sunny, and other tunes.
Note: The trio was initially called the Mudlarks, “but there
was another band with the same name, so legally we had
to make a name change. Hence, we took Mond from the
instrument Hammond and added Larks = the Mondlars. We
later discovered Monde is also French for “of the world” and
Italian for “Moon.
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Tipitina’s Internship & O. Perry Walker HS
Marching Band Students Visit Japan
BY: Shirley A Jones

The Tipitina’s Foundation, in partnership
with the Japan Foundation and the Wonderful World Jazz Foundation, sent 16 students
selected from the Foundation’s Tipitina’s Internship Program and the O. Perry Walker
High School Marching Band to Japan October 4-15 to take part in an international cultural exchange! To see highlights and updates
from their trip to Japan
As for the master musician Donald Harrison
brings the joy of life in this unique City to the
rest of the world. Harrison’s contributioni to
the multiplicity universal language of music
includes his being dubbed the King of Nouveau Swing which merges the swing beat
with many of today’s popular dance styles
of music and Smooth Jazz Styles. In 1993,
Harrison signed with GRP/Impulse. His first
album for that label was Nouveau Swing, the
album gave Harrison his nickname “the King
of Nouveau Swing.” Donald’s music incorporates traditional yet current genres of music.
His current band, “The New Sounds of Mardi
Gras” has recorded two CDs and was started four years ago. Harrison, writes, plays
and produces music from classic Jazz to hip
hop, as well as smooth jazz, and R&B styles.
Alongside his many accolades, benevolence
should most definitely be added to Harrison’s
Bio, in that he has unselfishly nurtured a
number of young musicians including the
young
Grammy-nominated
trumpeter
Christian Scott (Harrison’s nephew), as well
as Mark Whitfield, Cyrus Chestnut, Christian
McBride, and The Notorious B.I.G.
During the 1980’s trumpeter Terence Blanchard an alto saxophonist were one of many
great New Orleans young musicians hailed
as “The Young Lions” that sparked the jazz
renaissance and put the music on the map.
Harrison has been and still is a trailblazer in
jazz in helping bridge the gap between up-

coming musicians and those more seasoned
well known musicians. He has a passion for
all, the past, the present, and the future. Playing with such legendary musical luminaries
such as Art Blakey, Ellis Marsalis, Roy Haynes, and Jack McDuff; Harrison understands
the heavy cultural and musical traditions of
his Crescent City background.
Donald is extremely active with HBO’s critically acclaimed television series ‘Treme’
produced and written by “The Wire’s” David
Simon. Simon offered him an acting role, but
decided to produce and perform music for
the show as well as be a consultant for some
of Harrison was featured in Spike Lee’s HBO
documentary, “When the Levees Broke”, and
has appeared as himself in nine episodes of
HBO’s TREME. His performance recordings
date back as far as 1985 and on to the present.
In the Box office, Harrison appeared in and
co-wrote the sound track for Academy Award
winning director Jonathan Demme’s feature
film, Rachel’s Getting Married starring Anne
Hathaway, Rosemary DeWitt, Bill Irwin and
Debra Winger. Check your local listings for
showings.
The late Ed Bradley once declared, Harrison “A name you will come to know” on his
segment of CBS Sunday Morning. Through
his participation in many musical and cultural entities he has evolved into the personification of 300 years of American music.
Harrison’s performances showcase: cuttingedge New York swing; driving, funky, smooth
sounds, New Orleans cultural music; and
straight-up New Orleans funk. His concerts
are a return to the style of music presentation
that engages all the senses.

nalist Association’s “A List Award,” Jazziz
Magazine’s “Person of the Year,” and the Big
Easy Music Awards “Ambassador of Music”.
A small list of his influential musical innovations includes “New York Second Line”, “Indian Blues”, and “The Spirits Of Congo Square.” He is the founder and “King of Nouveau
Swing” which is his style of jazz that merges
the soulful sounds he grew up with in New
Orleans with modern dance music into a
swinging New York context. Experience his
contribution “Quantum Leap”, and learn why
he is a musical category unto himself.
Harrison has performed with an illustrious
list of distinguish musicians and icons in
Jazz, R&B, Funk, Classical and more. The list
includes (but is not limited to) Roy Haynes,
Art Blakey, Lena Horne, Eddie Palmeri, Ron
Carter, Billy Cobham, Miles Davis, Jennifer
Holiday, Dr. John, Guru’s Jazzmatazz, Digable Planets, Notorious BIG, Arturo O’Farrill’s
Afro Latin Jazz Orchestra, The Chicago Symphony Orchestra and The Louisiana Philharmonic Orchestra, and others as well as having
studied with musicians who were members
of Louis Armstrong’s band, John Coltrane’s
band and he played with Nat Adderley,
bother of the legendary alto saxophonist Julian “Cannonball” Adderley. Obviously, we
could go, but by now you get the picture. Donald Harrison is a musician for the annals of
music history. We encourage you to support
our great musicians, buy recorded music and
support live music performances.

Harrison’s many awards include France’s
“Grand Prix du Disque”, Switzerland’s “The
Ascona Award”, Japan’s Swing Journal “Alto
Saxophonist of the Year”, The Jazz Jour-
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New Orleans’ best known Clarinet Player
Dr. michael White - NOLA’s award winning Clarinetest
BY: Cynthia Gill Mitchell
Dr. Michael White is recognized as one of
New Orleans’ most gifted Clarinetists. A
world-traveler who has performed in over 24
countries, he and his “Original Liberty Jazz
Band” were the first to perform at the Village
Vanguard. This gifted man also features in
several dozen books, and has authored many
impressive essays. He has contributed his
writings in numerous journals, books and
encyclopedias, and has appeared on dozens of
recordings. Add to that, his contribution to
over 2-dozen documentary films. Collaborating with Jazz great, Wynton Marsalis, in creating major concert tributes also lends credence
to his many accomplishments. He is highly
respected among his peers, and to those he has
mentored - in the classroom and on the stage,
including Wynton and Branford Marsalis,
Terence Blanchard and Donald Harrison.
Dr. Michael White was born and raised in
New Orleans. At an early age, he excelled on
the laurels of his ancestral history, beginning
with jazz musician, bassist Papa John Joseph,
and clarinetists, Willie Joseph and Earl Fouche. The inspiration of Creole and blues music
was brought on by Johnny Dodds, George
Lewis and Omer Simeon.
In 1987, White received the Chevalier of Arts
and Letters by the French Government, and
in 2008, was awarded the National Heritage
Fellowship Award by the National Endowment
of the Arts. He has also received the Keller
Endowed Chair in Humanities of New Orleans’ Xavier University, after teaching Spanish
at this University for 20 years. His current
focus rests on Afro-American Jazz.

However, not unlike other recipients before
and since their many accolades, Dr. White has
his own back-story regarding the infamous
Katrina tragedies. The memories still linger
I’m sure, and they each have their own stories.
This world-renowned clarinetist certainly has
his “precious” memories, and those that will
forever remain etched in his mind.
White, one of New Orleans most respected
educators, musicologist, jazz historian, clarinetist and bandleader, lost it all. Not only did
he lose his home and all of its usual contents,
but he lost an array of personal jazz memorabilia collected over many years. He lost more
than 50 vintage clarinets, including a special
one owned by Omer Simeon, a contemporary
of Jelly Roll Morton, over 40,000 books on
jazz, precious thousands of recordings, sheet
music – original and historic, Louis Armstrong footage of every performance he ever
did, a mouthpiece that belonged to clarinetist,
Sidney Bechet; and a collection of interviews
by more than 3 dozen iconic musicians born
between 1890 and 1910.
Shortly after this unimaginable occurrence,
Dr. White escaped to what he defines as his
“writing retreat.” “That was the first real
chance to back off from some of the Katrina
problems I had going.” Appreciating nature,
and succumbing to his meditative state, eventually the words came, after realizing that this
“creative twilight zone” he eventually found
himself in, brought about a flow of compositional additives. From there, he eventually
wrote and released “Blue Crescent,” after what
he called a “therapeutic soothing and healing.”
All of the tracks on this CD are his own – accept for “St. Louis Blues” and “Will the Circle
Be Unbroken.” Also during this “retreat,” it

would appear that Dr. White was writing for
his life, for it was not until the end did he
realize that he had written more than 3 dozen
songs. He had somehow converted all of his
personal losses into music. “It’s a very popular
thing for everyone to have Katrina stories:
where you were, what you lost, how you got
out, continuing your struggle for recovery.
I wanted to do that in music in a traditional
form . . . to give the individual musicians their
chance to tell their story in interpretation and
improvisation,” says Dr. White.
While they’ve all been duly recognized,
this architect of jazz songwriting recordings
includes, of course. Blue Crescent, Our New
Orleans: A Benefit Album for the Gulf Coast,
Songs of New Orleans: Preservation Hall Jazz
Band, New Year’s Eve Live at the Village Vanguard, Dancing in the Sky, A Song for George
Lewis, and many more, including his last six,
recorded with his current record label, Basin
Street Records, and most impressively includes 2 of his latest, “Adventures in New Orleans
Jazz, Part I” and 2. “Adventures in New Orleans Jazz, Part 2,” was released in 2012.
Hence, no one can deny Dr. White’s quest to
“both preserve and expand the authentic New
Orleans jazz tradition,” not to mention behind
his formation of the Original Liberty Jazz
Band in the early 1980’s to “….preserve the
heritage of New Orleans’ music…” He has,
and will continue to do so

BY: Cynthia Gill Mitchell
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Dr. Michael White

Japan’s Own Khacha
Band

BY Tomomitsu Maruyama Edited SJ
Khacha Band, called “Hachaturian Gakudan”
in Japanese. Gakudan is a New Orleans style
Jazz band. The band members play, trumpet, trombone, banjo, tuba, and drums. The
band leader’s name is Haruka Kikuchi, she is
a trombonist extraordinare; Tomomitsu Maruyama plays banjo and performs as the lead
vocalist. Before Khacha was formed the two,
Haruka and Tomomitsu performed as a duo
making a name for themselves. Their style of
of performing traditional jazz caught on and
grew at a rapid pace.
Haruka started playing trombone when she
was in high school, the great Edward Kid Ory
was her first idol and inspiration. Haruka
first traveled to New Orleans during the 2009
Mardi Gras Season. It was then that she fell
in love with everything New Orleans; the
attraction was immediate. That’s why she
decided to form the duo performing and
spreading traditional New Orleans style music indicative of the, Big Easy.
Tomomitsu, the banjoist and vocalist, spent
his early years in New York, due to his father’s
work. When he was just ten years old, he
and his family went to see a concert at a town
hall in New York. As luck would have it, that
faithful day, Tomomitsu saw the Preservation
Hall Jazz Band play for the first time. During
the band’s performance, he enjoyed himself
very much and was particularly impressed
by the great banjoist, Narvin Kimball. Later
when he was accepted into Tokyo’s Waseda
University, where he joined a club called
Waseda University New Orleans Jazz Club.
The club was the only one in Japan which
studies and plays traditional jazz. During his
participation in the Waseda University New
Orleans Jazz Club he started playing the banjo

and singing, both of which fit well with him.
Although it was a strange combination, a
banjo and trombone, the duo played music
in many prestigious places, such as Sapporo, Osaka, Matsue, and ultimately in New
Orleans. In an effort to draw more fans and a
better sound, the duo decided to increase the
members in the band.
The drummer, Tomohiko, an old friend of the
duo, joined the band. His quickly took on
the title, “big brother” of the band. Tomohiko
started playing drums in high school. He
was playing classical music prior to joining
Haruka and Tomomitsu. One day, he had
a life changing experience; he saw a New
Orleans style brass band, called Black Bottom
Brass Band (also known as BBBB) playing on
the street, and fell in love with their music
immediately. Then & there, he decided to
be a New Orleans drummer, and joined the
Waseda University New Orleans Jazz Club to
study traditional jazz. Over a period of time,
he enthusiastically researched the traditional
New Orleans brass bands and their style of
music.
Shortly after Tomohiko joined the group,
Naho Ishimura, a cute little girl who had
mastered the trumpet joined the band. Naho
also started her musical career playing classical music. When she was in college Naho
saw a big band play jazz, and became really
interested in jazz. Her tenacity landed her a
spot in a big band; a dream come true. Her
blessing came two-fold when she also became
a member of a small combo that also played
jazz. Once Naho graduated from college, her
friend Haruka offered her a place, in the then
titled, Khacha Band. Upon joining the Khacha Band, Naho started playing traditional
New Orleans Jazz.
Around the same time the Band had as many
gigs as it could handle, particularly in and
around Tokyo. The Band members began

thinking could improve its sound with a bass
player. With the bass being so important to
rounding out the New Orleans sound and
style of music, it took the band members a lot
of time for them to decide who would be the
best brass player for the Khacha Band. They
decided on Naoki Hisinuma, a tuba player. At
the time, he was playing Roma Music, Classical Music, Dixieland Jazz, and other genres
of music. His tuba technique was very superb
and also, he had a very unique character.
Whalla, the band finally found a bass player.
It was even better that Naoki was a tuba
player, affording the band other performance
opportunities, Khacha began to participate in
parade performances.
Khacha also made their first album “Good
Evening Cats.” This album includes “When
The Saints Go Marching In”, “Just A Closer
Walk With Thee”, “I’ll Fly Away”, and many
other traditional jazz tunes. The CD was an
instant hit from the CDs content to the beautifully designed CD jacket, which everyone
loved!
Furthering their goal to promote New
Orleans style Jazz, Haruka and Tomomitsu
started a project called Mardi Gras Japan.
The project was designed to spread the idea
of Mardi Gras and the unique New Orleans
culture to Japan. The Khacha Band was a
natural fit and best suited for the project. The
band travelled to numerous places in Japan to
spread the culture and music of New Orleans,
that the band members love.
The biggest gig which Khacha Band performed, was the “40th New Year’s World Rock
Festival,” the oldest and the most historical
New Year’s countdown concert in Japan. A
Japanese famous Rock musician, Yuya Uchida
has overseen the is the concert for 40 years.
The Khacha Band was very proud to play
second line music with Mr. Uchida mourning
Japanese musicians who had passed away.

The band recorded a new album in June, which
is called “Alligator’s Nap”. Khacha invited many
loved musicians in Tokyo to play on the CD.
One of those musicians is the beloved Natsuko
Furukawa, a wonderful New Orleans style pianist and vocalist. Some of the tunes included
on this most recent CD are:
1. You Are My Sunshine 2. When I Grow
Too Old To Dream 3. Cornet Chop Suey 4.
Dancing In The Sky 5. What A Wonderful
World 6. Skokiaan 7. Ano Koro 8. If We Ever
Needed Jesus
The album will be on sale in this August, when
Khacha Band does their summer tour. They
will be going to Osaka, Yonago, Matsue, and
Nagoya to perform the music from this album,
and bring their well made CD to the people
over there.
The Khacha Band will continue to play, and
keep spreading the New Orleans style of music
and culture throughout Japan, because they
want more people to know about the wonder of
New Orleans; a City the collective band members just happened to fall in love with.
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